
THE PRINCESS CONSORT HAS A LETHAL DESTINY 

 

Chapter 824: Stir Up Trouble 

Yu Xian raised her head and stared at the thing on the stage. She did not see anything wrong with it. At 

most… the wind was a little strong and it was a little shaky? 

 

However… 

 

It was an indoor room! 

 

Where did the wind come from?! Yu Xian was a little suspicious. Then she looked at Xie Qiao and said, 

“Is it really going to fall? It can’t be, right? Why don’t I call the shopkeeper over and evacuate the people 

on the stage?” 

 

Xie Qiao thought the shopkeeper would not agree to do that. 

 

However, she had to give it a try, so she nodded and waved at an attendant. 

 

Yu Xian did not really believe that it would fall off, but Xie Qiao was a young lady, so there was no reason 

for her to joke about it. 

 

“Ladies, what can I get for you?” The attendant asked with a flattering look. 

 

Yu Xian pointed at the board hanging above and said, “That thing is going to fall off. Can you ask the 

shopkeeper to stop the show on the stage?” 

 



The attendant was a little dumbfounded. 

 

The board above was not particularly useful, but it was necessary. It was mainly used to put some items, 

such as flower petals and satin. When needed, it would pour and create a sense of beauty. 

 

Their theater garden was able to prosper here because of its creativity. 

 

Apart from those famous operas, there were occasionally other performances. 

 

“Um… ladies, that board… looks quite sturdy, so I’m afraid this show… can’t be stopped…” the attendant 

looked troubled. 

 

“Get your shopkeeper here,” Xie Qiao said directly. 

 

The attendant could not call the shots, so he quickly went to get the shopkeeper. 

 

When the shopkeeper arrived, he was very respectful and polite. “Ladies, you are worrying too much. I 

have checked just now. The rope above is very sturdy, so nothing will happen. Don’t worry.” 

 

The shopkeeper smiled obsequiously. 

 

“Human lives are at stake. Can’t you stop the show for a little while?” Yu Xian asked. 

 

Of course, she knew that making money was important. The other party would not let go easily. 

 



“Ladies, this is really not possible. You are also here to watch the show. Naturally, you know that our 

theater took money from the guests for every show. No matter what, the show must go on. We must 

not only perform half of the show… This is also a matter of credibility.” The shopkeeper smiled. 

 

Those who came to watch the play were not people who lacked money. They just enjoyed watching it. If 

the play stopped halfway, could the theater business survive in the future? 

 

Of course, the most important thing was that the words of these three young ladies were not reliable, 

right? 

 

The rope above was tightly tied. There was not a single problem. How was it going to break? 

 

It was absolutely impossible to lose customers for this ridiculous matter. 

 

As the shopkeeper spoke, he seemed to think that the three young ladies were dissatisfied with the 

theater garden, so they deliberately created some trouble, then, he said, “I’ll ask the attendant to send 

two more pastries over in a while. If there are any shortcomings, I hope the three young ladies will bear 

with us!” 

 

With that, the shopkeeper left. 

 

“Does this shopkeeper think that we’re here to stir up trouble?” Yu Xian grinned. “Could it be that I’m 

not docile enough to hold the two of you back?” 

 

“What should we do now? If they don’t believe us, we can’t force them, right? But… the board above is 

quite big. If it really falls…” Feng Yingying glanced above. “I’m afraid that someone will die, right?” 

 

“What should we do? It’s simple.” Yu Xian stood up and said, “You two just stay here. Leave the rest to 

me!” 



 

She was different from Xie Qiao. She had no parents, no husband, and she was not even going to get 

married. She could do whatever she wanted without any shame! 

 

Besides, no one knew her, so it did not matter if she made a fuss.. 


